Encinitas
A fantastic display of artwork on the lamp posts along a six mile stretch
of historic Coast Highway 101 in Leucadia, Encinitas and Cardiff By-The-Sea

Auction Guide
Celebrating our 20th Year
Live Auction Sunday, June 14th
Rich Houk, Auctioneer

Reception at 1:30pm / Auction at 2pm
Cardiff Town Center (Birmingham and San Elijo)
Presented by:
101

Place your silent bid through June 12, 2020 by calling 760-473-5164
Bidding starts at $150.00 plus tax
Silent bids can be made in person until 1:30 at the Live Auction

101

ENCINITAS Small Banners

(Size: 18” x 48”)

Located on lamp posts along Hwy. 101 from A St. to F St.
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1. Diana Bartletti

4. Justin d’artenay

Celebrating Painted Ladies

Lobster Diving Season

The Springtime sky is filled with butterflies
as Painted Ladies, migrating from the
Anza-Borrego Dessert, sail over our own
back yards.

Everybody knows Encinitas is a great place
that sports a wide array of activities to do
and pursue. If you’re feeling adventurous
and haven’t been lobster diving, this is
the place to start. Get out there and enjoy
fresh lobster for dinner tonight while you
can. Lobster diving season runs from Oct
to March.
Visit www.justindart.live

2. Carolyn Cope

5. Diane Dudek

End of Day

Turquoise Ocean

The end of a beautiful day at the
shoreline with family. The beaches are our
playground. Coastal sands, changing tides
and magnificent sunsets. A perfect day at
the shore with the most magnificent colors
painted in His special style, never the
same, but unique to each day.

Diane Dudek is a long time resident
of Encinitas. You can see her art at
sandieguitoartguild.com. Or contact Diane
at dianebethdudek@gmail.com

3. Dody Crawford

6. Anthony Florio

Totem

Spirit Guardian

A totem serves as an emblem of a family,
a clan. These three are a branch of my
clan and create a totem of their own.
Mother Michelle is the foundational rock
on which this totem is built. Father Niles
is the inspirational facet with guiding
aesthetic. And little man Evan is the sprite
who brings joy and wonder and hope to
our entire clan.

I am truly honored to be a part of Arts Alive
for the second year. I love the opportunity
it provides. It pushes me to break out my
paints and create. This year I have painted
The Spirit Guardian. My inspiration for her
was street art and Japanese culture.
anthonyf120@gmail.com
antsart.artstation.com
anthonyfloriovfx.com

7. Karin Grow

11. Kathleen McCord

Cactus in the Moonlight

Summer Olympics 2020

I’m a full-time artist born and raised in
Encinitas. Many of my pieces are on
display year round at Pannikin Coffee and
Tea on Old Hwy 101.
Www.karingrow.com
Instagram..karingrow

Kathi McCord is a printmaker, book
illustrator and professor of art and film.
Her years of illustrating books for children
inspired the mice and her years at Comic
Con inspired the skateboard designs.
Her banner is inspired by the inclusion
of Skateboarding in the 2020 Summer
Olympics.

8. Janet Hansen

12. Mike Murphy

Stained Glass

Beacons

These brightly colored intersecting circles
are outlined in black, to mimic a stained
glass effect.
Janet is an Encinitas-based artist with
strong technical influences. In addition to
painting in an abstract geometric style, she
also creates illuminated fine art, and LED
clothing and costumes. (see janethansen.
com and enlighted.com)

Beacons is one of my favorite places
on earth for watching nature in action.
The view is different every day. The
sand coming and going, the greening of
the bluff in Spring and the browning in
Summer. The storms of Fall and Winter and
constant flow of beachgoers with smiles
on their faces.

9. Annie Leaf

13. Kylie Schwartz

Moonlight Sentinel

Three Cardinals in the Snow

A 1958 photo shows the Moonlight Beach
Canary Island Date Palm next to a group
of buildings, its trunk about 20 ft tall,
topped by cascading fronds. Likely fed
by Cottonwood Creek, the fresh water
stream that flows to the Ocean, the Palm
towers 90 ft today. My painting honors
this amazing Sentinel in the Sand, bathed
in light by the setting sun.

A few pops of red against a baby blue sky.
Snow hangs on the tree branches, silent
and heavy, and the air is crisp and still. It is
peaceful here.

10. Christinia Lee

14. Teresa M. Staal-Cowley

Untitled

Highway 101 at Mud Bay Olympia

I am an active 101 year old. In ‘94 I became
a member of the Artists’ Colony and in
‘95 I began teaching Hawaiian Dance
at Carlsbad Senior Ctr. When classes
grew there was less time for painting. In
December 2019 I retired but “Halau Hula
‘O Pualani” continues under Laurie Reed
who is an excellent teacher. Now I’m back
to painting. Danny Salzhandler asked me
to paint a banner....it has been a joy to
paint again.

This will be my fourth Arts Alive Banner.
I was a studio artist at the 101 Artists’
Colony before I moved to Washington
State to complete a prior learning from
experience document [PLE] called Art of
Therapy at the Evergreen State College. I
have always had an interest in the arts and
began studying art and exhibiting when I
was a child. I am most known as a Mixed
Media Artist, Calligrapher and Advocate.
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15. Vincent Tessieri

19. Naimeh Woodward

Hanami

Save the Bees

~ The Japanese traditional custom of
enjoying the transient beauty of flowers ~
It was fun to paint something different.
Stoked to be a part of it. Thanks.
vtessieri@yahoo.com

With this playful painting, I wish to
inspire a love of nature and in particular
honey bees. Bees play a vital role in our
ecosystem. The death of bees is not just
a natural tragedy, it presents a potential
threat to the continuation of human
life as we know it. A quarter of the
food Americans eat comes from plants
pollinated by honey bees. So, let’s do what
we can to educate and take steps to save
them.

16. Cristine Weatherby
Beach Town
I make art to share an open heart.
Every day I am stopped in my tracks by
something wonderful and if I am fortunate
enough to get it down on paper, then I
get to share that wonderful. I have been
working at painting and drawing for a
long time now and I am still feeling the
excitement in every new project.
Thank you!
crisweatherby.com

17. Isabella Weaver
Crooked
This piece depicts the simple relationship
between natural beings and their
environment. I find the harshness of crows
and desert landscapes to be intriguing –
raw and beautiful.
I am a junior at San Dieguito Academy. This
is my third time participating in Arts Alive,
and I am very grateful to the foundation
for offering me this wonderful opportunity.

18. Laura K Woodward
Stars of the Sea
I love to paint scenes from the coral reef
because of all the fun I can have with
color and form, fitting it all together like a
puzzle. From the beautiful, spotted, little
Banggai Cardinalfish to the colorful, ever
fascinating starfish, the myriad creatures
and plants of the reef are all Stars of the
Sea.
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101

ENCINITAS Large Banners

(Size: 30” x 84”)

Located on lamp posts along Hwy. 101 from F St. to K St.

20. Marina Alberti

23. Lauren Bartram

Woman of the Sea

String Theory

She soars through the waves, her hair
flowing up above her head. The sea floor
comes alive with thick kelp forests that
embrace her, curling around her face. She
loves the sea and the sea loves her. Take a
deep breath and dive with her.
A little about the artist: Marina is a 17 year
old artist planning to major in art at a
university in the fall of 2020. She currently
has art hanging in the Capitol in DC.

Over the years of being able to be involved
with Arts Alive I’ve slowly been making
each banner simpler and bolder. I love
being able to see the subject matter
while driving down the 101. Being able to
distinguish what the image is in the quick
moment you pass it is my goal. I also enjoy
the juxtaposition of pattern and solid
saturation. I approach tattoos in a similar
way and find success doing so.

21. Kevin Anderson

24. Victoria Bearden

Untitled

Kymopoleia

These colors go good together.

Kymopoleia is the Greek Goddess of sea
storms. She’s down there, protecting sea
life, and conjuring up some big waves for
our local surfers!
I am a professional psychic and astrologer,
and lover of mythology and goddesses,
so my banners always have a magical,
mystical theme. My goddess paintings pay
homage to the sacred energy of our great
mother, The Earth, who sustains us all.
Love and Ocean Blessings!

22. Brian Banash

25. Elizabeth Brown

Encinitas

Yellowtail

SURF ILLUSTRATIONS • PIONEERS
OF SURF - CALIF. | HAWAI’I PRINTS |
ORIGINALS | COMMISSIONS
BLUES PORTRAITS • HWY101BLUES
PRINTS | ORIGINALS | COMMISSIONS
BLUES, SURF & SOUL
www.BRIANBANASH.com •
@BRIANBANASH
CATCH A SURF...!!!

‘Yellowtail’ is an homage to how beautiful,
graceful and tough the ocean is. I am
grateful for the spiritual enrichment, the
physical nourishment and the bounty
provided by the ocean.
For inquiries please contact: @cavewoman.
art

Arts Alive 2020
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26. Donna Butnik

30. Wendy Gauntlett-Shaw

Sunset Ride

I Dream of Dolphins

Riding the wave.

Dolphin song is a breath of ocean air
Gracefully dancing, leaping and playing
Sparking rich diamond drops in the sea
Live freely and joyfully
Repeat their smiles, mimic their joy
Pay attention to the sky, dive deep, what’s
below? Spread Love boundlessly
And let play balance the earth Magical
Friends-Find them
ArtNSol.com, Offtrack Gallery and Ki’s
Restaurant

27. Bre Custodio

31. May W. Hoegen

Exhale

Friends Coming Together

In Sept 2019 I lost most of my original art
works in a gallery fire. As I am painting
this banner, brush fires are wiping out
the Australian outback. Rainbows are the
perfect reminder of the beauty that can
arise from the storm, the constant flow
and transformation around us. A simple
reminder to stay present and to look for
moments of magic. I am donating a portion
to help the animal fire victims at the
Australia Zoo.

I thank you Ocean for your
pure energy and beauty
I thank your magic and alchemy of the
unknown

28. Christopher Dillman

32. Bob Hord

Mid-Century Modern On The 101

Gettin’ the Band Back Together

Celebrating businesses and brands
that still remain from the 1960s on our
Encinitas 101.
A fine arts major from the University
of the Pacific, Christopher Dillman has
painted his admiration for Arts Alive and
North County San Diego since 2008. For
Christopher’s collection of works, please
visit www.fullblend.com.

I am a freelance illustrator working in a
variety of mediums and styles including
paper sculpture, acrylics, pen and ink,
metal sculpture, ceramics and computer
graphics. Past clients include Disney,
Hobie Cat, Crazy Shirts, Quicksilver & U.S.
Olympic Committee. My love of music
inspired this year’s banner. Visit my art at
Emerald C Gallery in Coronado & at robotpaintings.weebly.com & sideburn.com/
bobhordart

29. Cheryl Ehlers

33. Jim Hornung

Searching .....

Origin of the Species

Searching.... We all seek the cradle of
life that protects and nurtures us. I enjoy
sharing great experiences and painting
from emotion with a bold and colorful
palette which brings joy into my world.
Working in several mediums, 2D and
3D art, it is the creative escape that
encourages me to explore my depths
without fear. cheryl@cherylehlersart.com

Puppyism revolutionized the course of art,
and continues to transform our views of
the world.

34. Darlene Katz

38. Julie Ann Stricklin

Cowabunga!

One Reality Behind Another

Find Darlene’s award winning work in
SoCal galleries, national juried shows, and
international collections. She captures
important moments of our lives, whether
a special place, wedding, birth, or pet with
a favorite toy. Her unique style is bold and
technically proficient, no matter what
the subject. See www.studiokatz.com for
portfolio, awards, and exhibits.
Fb: DarleneKatzArtStudio,
Ig: @artstudiokatz

If you look beyond what is in front of
you, you can see another world. I tried
to illustrate this concept with a garden
behind stained glass. The Tree of Life
has been designed with hidden images
and color to capture attention. If you
look beyond what is in front, you will see
hummingbirds, ferns, flowers & spiraling
tendrils. Another world is hidden, yet still
available for you to see if you look beyond
the obvious.

35. Patti McDuffie

39. Elisabeth Sullivan

Swami’s

California Majesty

A native Southern Californian, Patti’s love
of the ocean and lagoons is reflected in
her paintings. Favorite subjects include
seascapes, landscapes, wildlife, shells, and
flowers. Patti taught art for 11 years at a
local elementary school and is a preschool
teacher who brings art of the masters
to very young children. She believes that
hands-on learning is key at any age.

Encinitas artist Elisabeth Sullivan’s acrylic
paintings and murals are inspired by her
fascination with the incredible forces of
nature and the magnificent creatures
that inhabit this beautiful planet. For
my banner this year my focus was the
California coast, and what could be more
magnificent then the Coastal Redwood?
www.elisabethsullivan.com
elisabethsullivanfineart@gmail.com
520-440-5436

36. Peggy Sue Designs

40. Grace Swanson

Whimsical Wonderland

Swallow’s Nest

I am proud to say this is really an Arts
Alive or my Art coming alive. I love doing
whimsical ideas and this one is full blown
out whimsical. When you Believe and
let your Imagination go the world comes
alive...everywhere! So much fun.
Check out all my other designs at Lazy
Acres, Gelson’s, Carlsbad Ranch Market,
Otterlei Coastal and Oceanside Museum
of Art.
Thank you to Arts Alive!!

Swallow’s Nest is a castle located on the
Crimean peninsula. It was built in 1912 on
top of a 130 foot high cliff overlooking the
Black Sea. Currently it is a very popular
visitor attraction with a restaurant and has
been in several movies. What attracted me
to this castle was how it hung out over the
water — with parts of the balconies and
patios actually extending beyond the rock
face, jutting into thin air.

37. Tom Rogo

41. Tish Wynne

Surfari: Highway 101

Jack’s Prickly Paradise

I am a representational painter from San
Diego. For most of my adult life I have
been a painter, self-taught, while also
teaching full time at a local college. I don’t
paint the world as I see it but rather how
I want it to be. My art themes focus on
the golden era of surfing during the 40s,
50s, and 60s. This was a carefree time of
sharing waves, surf exploration and finding
a ride to the beach.

The Southwestern landscape is where you
will find the Jack Rabbit. The Jack rabbit is
a mysterious creature that is rarely seen in
the California desert. But if you take a walk
through the wild areas of this prickly and
barren desert you just might get a glimpse
of one. It is important that we protect our
open landscapes for the Jack rabbit and all
wildlife to live and thrive.
www.TishWynne.com
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42. Christina Zeller
Lanikai Beach
I never get tired exploring Hawaii’s
beautiful coastline and landscape. Inspired
by my trip to Oahu and especially Lanikai
beach I wanted to capture the beauty
of this tropical botanical paradise. The
gorgeous views and the warm Pacific
Ocean water are truly exceptional and I
am so looking forward to going back to
Lanikai beach sometime very soon.

101

CARDIFF Banners

(Size: 30” x 84”)

Located on lamp posts in the Cardiff Town Center and
Restaurant Row on Hwy. 101
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43. Billy Barnett

45. Roger Chandler

Space-hexwave

Murph the Surf Dog!!

Billy is the owner/ artist of EVENTIDE
TATTOO in Cardiff by the Sea. He’s lived
in north county San Diego for the last 24
years. Tattooing and pursuing his passion
for art and creating things in an array of
different mediums.
“Space-hexwave” is inspired by his lifelong
fascination with waves and patterns.

MURPH the SURF DOG!! was inspired by
legendary surf artist Rick Griffin’s “Murph
the Surf”! Thank you, Rick, for all of your
beautiful, iconic surf art, poster art,
album cover art from the ‘60s and ‘70s!
COWABUNGA!!!

44. Cathy Carey

46. Karin Keller

Swami’s

CARDIFF

I am a Contemporary Expressive Colorist.
I use color to create emotional meaning.
My goal is to paint what it feels like, not
what it looks like. In order to express this,
I use brush-strokes to show the lines of
energy I feel surrounding living shapes,
spreading across the universe. I believe
that all matter vibrates with the energy of
consciousness, and we are all connected
through beauty and love.

I’m grateful to live, surf, and make art in
Cardiff! If this banner sells, 100% of my
proceeds will go to the COMMUNITY
RESOURCE CENTER in honor of my
Dad, Kenneth Johnson, the consummate
community volunteer. He can’t volunteer
anymore due to Alzheimer’s. It’s my turn,
Dad. Check out all the great ways CRC
helps our community at: https://crcncc.org
karinkellerart.com
instagram: karinkellerart

47. LaMonte Lamoureux

51. Debbie Schaefer

Cardiff-by-the-Sea Three

The Bubble Man

A community supporting our Cardiff
School District students and staff to be
the successes that every one of them has
potential to be.
“The youth of today are the leaders of
tomorrow.” Nelson Mandela

The Bubble Man brings his magic for
children and grownups alike to Moonlight
Beach.
I am grateful every day, as a long time
transplant from the East Coast, to enjoy
all nature provides for us and walk in its
beauty. All of us who participate in Arts
Alive appreciate Norma and Danny’s
dedication to continuing this widely
anticipated and popular tradition.

“The greatness of a community is
most accurately measured by the
compassionate actions of its members”
Coretta Scott King

48. Shannon Martin

52. Delila Wiedenhoffer

Grace & Glory

Untitled

Grace & Glory was inspired by Hinds’
“Feet in High Places” by Hannah Hurnard.
This allegorical novel illustrates the
Christian journey and is based on the
verse Habakkuk 3:19 “The Lord God is my
strength, He will make my feet like hinds’
feet and He will make me to walk upon
mine high places”. It is only when you fully
trust and receive the love of Jesus that you
can live victoriously and pour out love to
others.

I’ve spent a long time in your nacreous
heart.
Contact:
delilawiedenhoffer@gmail.com
delilawiedenhoffer.tumblr.com
@delilawiedenhoffer (Instagram)

49. Artie Mattson
Mid-Mod Treasures
This year I am reaching back 70 + years
to the 1940’s and ‘50s to create four
mid-century modern still- lifes: Bright
colors, clean lines and stylish designs
characteristic of that period. 1. Bird on a
table. 2. Still life with fruit. 3. Mandolin
with pink cat and last but not least 4. Two
martini lunch.

50. Traci Sally
Golden Hour
As an artist I’ve always been largely
inspired by my surroundings and the
community around me. I originally grew
up and attended art school in Philadelphia
studying design, illustration & print. I
relocated to North County San Diego 8
years ago looking for a change. What I
found was a community along the 101 that
accepted me with open arms. My artwork
is a visual diary of the beautiful life I made
here in CA.
Arts Alive 2020
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101

LEUCADIA Banners

(Size: 30” x 84”)

Located on lamp posts along Hwy. 101 from La Costa Ave. to A St.
53. Steve Burrows

56. Garit Imhoff

LeucadiaLove

Zig-Zag Man

Local Encinitas artist Steve Burrows
shows his love of surf, travel & adventures
through his art. Illustration, Canvas,
Murals. Cheers!
www.burritoart.com or @burritoart on
Instagram

In the spirit of Peter Tosh’s song from 1976,
“Legalize it and I will advertise it.” This
vintage image from that era celebrates
the irony of the way our changing world
is evolving. I’m so thankful that I can
participate in this groovy community
tradition. Come see me at the Leucadia
Farmers Market and hear the world music I
make at the Encinitas Library.

54. Chovy Art by
Matt Hayward

57. Karob Studios

Creature’s Cove

A La Luna
Love You to the Moon and Back.

The Giant Pacific Octopus and his friends. I
enjoy the opportunity to paint big and step
outside the traditional canvas. This year I
wanted to do something bright and visible,
hope you enjoy! Huge thanks to all those
who make this event possible.
www.chovyart.com
@chovy_art
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55. Mary Helmreich

58. Jeff Linsenbard

North County Coastline

And Away They Go

Mary Helmreich’s paintings reflect her
enthusiasm for the local scene. Mary’s
corporate commissions include work for
Disney, Hilton, Scripps and Pfizer. Her work
can be found at Corner Frame in Leucadia
and Art and Frames by Wood on Coronado.
She is illustrating a lecture for an
upcoming seminar for Worker’s
Compensation Lawyers.
Her websites: mary-helmreich.pixels.com
and saatchiart.com/maryhelmreich

What a thrill, thoroughbred horse racing ...

59. Jim McConlogue
Grandview Beach
Grandview Beach is the newest addition
to my series of Encinitas Landmark
Locations. Available as Fine Art Giclée
prints on canvas, bamboo, and as posters.
Find these at The Corner Frame Shop &
Leucadia Art Gallery at 1038 North Coast
Highway 101, and at Hansen’s Surfboards.
For original oil paintings, please visit
www.JimMcConlogue.com - follow me:
instagram.com/jim_mcconlogue/ - or call
760-859-7541 - Thanks!

60. Joshua Moore
Time’s Up
Currently in an apprenticeship position
at 454 Tattoo in Encinitas, I have the
opportunity to study classic motifs of
tattoo history every day. Of the many
essential designs I considered, the dagger
seemed best suited for this banner.
Something that can be read at 40 miles
per hour, 100 feet away. I hope you all
enjoy seeing it as much as I enjoyed
painting it.

61. Bradford Schneider
Dragon Sleeve
The image I chose to do is a Chinese
traditional Dragon framed onto an arm.
I’ve been working at the same tattoo shop
in Leucadia for 22 years now. It has been
an amazing experience to be a tattoo
artist in this great community. Originally
called Beachin Tattoo est. 1990, the name
changed to 454 Tattoo in 2004. Please
feel free to stop by and say hi. Cheers Brad
Instagram @tattoobrad

62. Keith Shillington
X Marks The Spot
Well, that sure turned out different than I
had imagined it when I was handed a blank
banner. A deconstructed rainbow.

Banner Photographs provided by
Stephen Whalen Photography
www.whalen-photo.com
Arts Alive 2020
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Thank You
There are many individuals who put much of their heart, soul and personal time
into making this annual event a great success. Please take a minute to
thank them when you have the opportunity.

All the Artists

Creative Energy and Community Spirit

Danny Salzhandler

Program Coordinator | President, 101 Artists’ Colony | 101artistscolony.com

Norma Salzhandler

Administration, Editing |Secretary, 101 Artists’ Colony

Linda Bergen

Bookkeeping | Treasurer, 101 Artists’ Colony

David and Glen

Auction Guide, 101 Artists’ Colony Website

Julie Ann Stricklin
Richard Houk
Stephen Whalen
Volunteers

Bookmarks, Social Media, Banner Artist | julieannstricklin.com
Auctioneer | Live Auction Sunday, June 14th
Photographer
Thank you to all the volunteers who help with the Unveiling, the installation
and take down of banners, the washing of banners and the Live Auction

The 101 Artists’ Colony is an all-volunteer 501C4 non-profit organization. Tax deductible donations can be made through the Coastal Community Foundation at coastalfoundation.org
Designate your gift to the Arts Alive Foundation Fund
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Instagram

@101_artists_colony

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/101artistscolony

Join Group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/ArtsAlive

The 2020 Arts Alive Exhibit is Dedicated to
Morgan Mallory
1951-2019

Morgan opened Corner Frame Shop and Leucadia Art
Gallery over 40 years ago. He founded numerous art
and cultural events and enhancement programs for our
community, including LeucadiART Walk. Morgan was also
an active supporter of and volunteer for the Encinitas Arts
Alive banner exhibit.
Thank you Morgan.

Arts Alive 2020
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Bidder’s Notes:

101
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101 Artists’ Colony
1998 - 2007
Location: Lumberyard, East E Street, A Street

2008 - 2020
Only on light poles

101
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From the Unveiling to displaying along the Coast Highway
to the Auction at Cardiff Town Center, the six mile
Arts Alive exhibit is a 20-year tradition.

Photo courtesy of Norma Salzhandler

Photo courtesy of Carris Rhodes

Photo courtesy of Julie Ann Stricklin

Place your silent bid until June 12, 2020 by calling 101 Artists’ Colony
at (760) 473-5164
Bidding starts at $150 (plus tax). Silent bids may be made in person until
1:30 at the Live Auction.
Proceeds will be split 50/50 between the artist and the non-profit
101 Artists’ Colony
Sponsors:

View the artwork on the lamp posts between March 15th and May 15th.
Download this year’s Auction Guide at artsaliveencinitas.com or 101artistscolony.com
Contact us at info@artsalivefoundation.org or follow us on
Instagram @101_artists_colony and Facebook https://www.facebook.com/101artistscolony

Presented by:
101

101

